So you got an iPad.
Now what?
condition reports
I AM SUPPOSED TO REPORT TO A MR. BELLAMY. I WONDER WHAT HE'S LIKE.
exhibition management
The Messiah Complex

Joaquin Segura
2012
Charcoal on paper

Framed (each): 28 x 35 3/4 in.

Courtesy of Arena México, Arte Contemporáneo Gallery

Checklist # 07
Lender ID

Object Notes

Packing Notes
All works wrapped in bubble, packed face down with cardboard interleaving
bye, bye paper
additional uses
Brent on Events Report
Nice work! Looking forward to seeing the Requests Report layout changes.
05/06/2013

allie0525 on Events Report
You are correct. The HistEventID is the assigned serial number.
05/06/2013

allie0525 on Events Report
Registrar, Requestor, and Installation were already in there.
05/06/2013

allie0525 completed In Event-Related Constituents field, change "Associated" to "Requestor", and also add "Registrar" and "Installation" on Events Report
05/06/2013

Brent attached Requests Report Layout.pdf to Events Report
05/03/2013

Brent on Events Report
Format "Request Report" to look like the attached file. User should have options to sort report by "Request Title", "Category", "Scheduled Date", or "Personnel". Also, no shadow on the blue bar as shown on attachment.
05/03/2013

Brent on Events Report
Is there a field that assigns serial numbers to each event? I think the HistEventID at the top right of each record does this. Is that correct?
05/02/2013
my measures and dimensions
takeaway

- commit
- flexibility
- costs
- consider
- workflow

- technology glitches (no internet / frozen device / faulty apps)
- end goal + iPad = success?
- iterations & revisions
- experiment with app features
- work as team through shared documents
- practice makes perfect
- don't do things halfway
- use your existing documents / reports / forms
- learning curve / training
- device management
- update workflows as technology changes

- filemaker 3rd party hosting - $30 - $50 per month
- filemaker pro - $179 (non-profit price)
- gotomypc - $0 (app); $100 per year (user account)
- my measures and dimensions pro - $6
- printer pro - $7
- qwikScan - $0
- apple care - $99
- pdf expert - $10
- filemaker go - $0
- IPad 32gb - wifi+cellular - $729
thank you